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Highlights 

• An innovative rate-based model for HPWS is proposed applied to biogas upgrading 

• The model considers gas flowrate decrease and concomitant absorption of CO2 and CH4 

• Modeling of mass transfer and driving force is possible all along the column height 

• CH4 purity and recovery of data collected on a farm biogas plant are accurately predicted 

• Operating conditions are assessed to optimize HPWS performances and power requirement 

• Water regeneration increases CH4 purity over 97 % and its recovery to 93 % 

Abstract 

Biogas upgrading aims to increase methane concentration in biogas by removing carbon dioxide. Upgraded biogas 

can therefore be used as renewable energy resource. Among the different technologies used for biogas upgrading, 

High Pressure Water Scrubbing (HPWS) is one of the most widespread. HPWS is identified to fulfill all the 

requirement for farm-scale anaerobic digester, presenting several levers to reduce operational and installation 

costs. A possible remedy is to optimize operating parameters to reach targeted gas specifications, without applying 

excessive treatment and energy consumption. The purpose of this study is to develop an efficient modeling tool 

that can predict methane purity and its recovery for different operating conditions of gas and liquid. This original 

model integrates gas flow decrease along the packing height and concomitant absorption of carbon dioxide and 

methane. The model is based on mass transfer and hydrodynamics to enlighten and anticipate performance of 

HPWS in order to facilitate its implementation on the field. Modeled results are compared to experiments 

conducted on a farm-scale biogas upgrading plant. Modeled results are in great agreements with the experimental 

results and the model shows a great adaptability regarding the parameters variations. It can therefore be used to 



anticipate HPWS performances and to optimize running parameters to reach targeted purities while loosening 

energy consumptions. Water regeneration was identified to be the key parameter to comply with gas injection 

standards, achieving a purity over 97 % and a recovery ratio of 93 % at a desorption pressure of 0.2 bar. Results 

highlight that a rate-based model giving access to molar fraction variation along the column is crucial to adjust 

operating parameters in order to reach optimal economical and environmental performances. More accurate 

operating conditions could be the key to withstand low costs of production and to meet financial viability for 

biogas upgrading at farm-scale.  
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1 Introduction 

Energy is one of a key factor associated to the development of human societies. It is closely linked to the history 

of successive civilizations and it is now more than ever a founding principle of human living conditions [1]. But 

the intense consumption of fossil energy resources has led to environmental issues with worrying prospect for the 

future [2]. A possible remedy was found in the energy transition, involving among others routes to substitute the 

fossil fuels by renewable fuels [3]. One of those renewable energies that has great chance to spread in a near future 

is biogas, as it is a local, universal and sustainable energy [4,5]. 

Biogas is produced mostly by anaerobic digestion of organic matter. It is composed of methane (from 50 to 80 % 

in volume) and carbon dioxide (from 50 to 30 % in volume) together with several impurities (such as hydrogen 
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sulfide) [6]. Its composition depends on the origin of the matter and the plant type associated (e.g. agricultural 

wastes, manure, or food industry by-products). Even tough biogas is primarily used to produce electricity and heat 

by cogeneration, some drawbacks of this technic (weak electrical yield, maintenance costs, inefficient heat 

valorization) leads to develop other pathways for biogas recovery [5,7–9]. It is essentially about meeting natural 

gas standards by increasing methane concentration – called biogas upgrading. Required methane purity varies 

upon the countries’ standards, but it is generally around 97 %. Biomethane can therefore be used as vehicle fuel 

or in substitution to the natural gas in gas mains [9–11]. 

A great diversity of technologies was investigated for biogas upgrading. The most widespread are Pressure Swing 

Adsorption, Membranes Separation, Cryogenic Upgrading, and Absorption Process (only physical absorption or 

involving chemical reaction) [10–12]. If most of those technics are mature for large biogas plant (in majority over 

100 Nm3/h of biogas flowrate), they are not viable anymore for smaller anaerobic digester, typically bellow 40 

Nm3/h of biogas production [8,13,14]. It is indeed necessary to maintain the same level of control on both the 

small and large biogas plant, including sensor, valves, and automation. But it is more and more accepted that small 

biogas plants are best suited to this production, mostly regarding the distribution of the biomass that is scattered 

all around territories [8,15]. Those process also suffers from some drawbacks, such as methane leaks in the off-

gas, excessive power requirements to achieve a desired biogas upgrading, or an unoptimized integration of the 

process in the valorization path [16–18]. This makes Wilhelm Ostwald thought “Do not waste energy, make it 

useful” relevant for the optimization of the biogas valorization [1]. Great improvements can therefore be proposed 

on biogas upgrading to loosen investment and operating costs to maximize the energy return on investment and 

the financial viability of this new industry [5,18,19]. As suggested by Sahota et al. (2018), one lever is to simplify 

the technology to reduce investment and operating costs [14]. This involves to optimize every operation of the 

process, but also to have available a precise modeling tool to anticipate the process performances and optimize the 

energy consumption [5,20,21].  

High Pressure Water Scrubber (HPWS), an absorption process, have been identified to meet the requirement for 

both purification efficiency and possibility to simplify the technology [14,22]. It is a frugal and solid device suited 

for agricultural environment, easily adaptable between different unit. Several studies compare cost analysis 

between technologies applied in biogas upgrading, and HPWS appeared to be one of the most economical methods 

[19,23]. But in order to reduce environmental impact, it has to be conducted with regeneration of the liquid phase 

to avoid water depletion and without any addition of chemical compounds. Thus, it is conducted with water in 

closed loop. In this configuration, main energy consumption is due to water pumping and gas compression [10]. 



Also, in order to insure optimum financial viability, it is crucial that the upgraded biogas meet the required 

specification to avoid non-compliance situation and so financial losses. A minimal energy consumption set to meet 

the standards without any over-treatment, allowing a full-time gas compliance, is the key to go over the break-

even point and to maximize the methane recovery [16,24,25]. To meet these conditions, a precise knowledge on 

absorption efficiencies have to be developed, depending on operating parameters such as the gas and liquid 

flowrate, their composition, the working pressure, or the temperature. Modeling of HPWS appears to be an 

efficient tool to meet optimum operating conditions and to adapt HPWS on various biogas production. But as 

pointed out by several authors, there is a lack of simulations studies and modeling methods to optimally conduct 

HPWS [16,24,26]. A need to go further in those methods is necessary to find optimum operational conditions 

regarding absorption efficiency and environmental footprint [27,28].     

HPWS is usually conducted in packed column, encouraging contact between phases and promoting mass transfer 

[29]. Packed columns are largely studied worldwide, in terms of hydrodynamics, packing optimization, and 

absorption efficiency, leading to various modeling methods based either on equilibrium stages or on mass transfer 

rate [29,30]. The rate-based model using Unit Transfer is constructed on the combination of both mass transfer 

phenomenon and flow modeling, including hydrodynamics in the column. It is better suited for scale-up and 

adaptability as it is considering these variabilities [29,30]. The model was tested in most common cases complying 

with the following hypothesis: a steady gas flowrate all along the packing height and a packing height sufficient 

to achieve the equilibrium between the gas and the liquid at the bottom of the column. Those hypotheses are 

acceptable in most cases, when the targeted component is diluted in the gas stream. But for biogas upgrading, the 

gas flowrate is reduced from around 50 % between the inlet and the outlet and the packing height is not always 

correlated to an equilibrium at the bottom of the column, leading to questionable hypothesis [15]. Significant 

methane losses are also reported in the literature due to gas dissolving in the liquid [13,16]. It is therefore a 

concomitant carbon dioxide and methane absorption situation that must be considered for a relevant modeling. 

However, it is not always considered in the modeling methods encountered [20,24,26]. Such a model can not be 

found in the literature, gathering rate-based hypothesis, gas flow reduction and concomitant carbon dioxide and 

methane absorption. 

The main goal of the present study is to propose an original adaptation of the Unit Transfer modeling to 

multicomponent rich gas absorption, considering gas flowrate variations along the column. The context of biogas 

upgrading is taken as a reference to evaluate the model. Modeled results of methane purity and its recovery are 

compared to experimental data collected on a full-scale HPWS demonstrator set up on a farm biogas plant for 



validation. Model is then used to evaluate the mass transfer parameters evolution into the column and the 

parameters influence (such as the working pressure in the column, the temperature, the gas and liquid flowrates, 

the packing material or the water regeneration) on the process performances. The objective is to better understand 

every parameters impact in order to choose the optimal set of value to reach desired methane purity while limiting 

methane leaks, minimizing energy consumption, and so improving biogas upgrading efficiency and viability. 

2 Experimental Methods 

2.1 Process Operation 

HPWS used in this study is a random packed tower working in closed loop with water as liquid phase. It is the 

same configuration as the one used by Bénizri et al. (2019) [13]. Figure 1 presents the flowsheet of the HPWS 

used in this study. 

 

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the biogas upgrading plant 

Raw biogas is extracted from the digester and cooled down at ambient temperature. Water condensate are collected 

and evacuated using a water drain. A pretreatment containing iron filings is then set to remove H2S (≤ 300 ppm) 

from the biogas. Biogas is then compressed (A) and fed into the packed scrubber. The gas rises to the top of the 

column, meeting through the random packing (B) the liquid flowing down in counter-current. Upgraded biogas is 

recovered at the top of the column through a pressure regulation valve (C) (set at desired pressure, e.g. 5 to 10 

bars).  



Water is injected at the top of the column (E) with a water pump (D) through a perforated sparger. Water saturated 

in gas at the bottom of the column (F) is released at atmospheric pressure by a motorized valve. Water level is 

measured by vibrating level switch (G) (Bürkert level switch 8111) and regulated by a manual diaphragm valve 

(adjusted for a known couple of pressure-flow) associated to a motorized valve. Compressor (Mauguières 

MRL100-10) and water pump (Salmson MultiV800) are frequency driven by an industrial computer. Random 

packing used in this study is RaschigSuperRing® from Raschig GmbH, made of Polypropylene to withstand the 

aggressive environment. Characteristics of the packing material are reported in Table 1.  

Table 1: Packing characteristics 

Packing Type dP (m) a*(m2/m3) F (m2/m3) εg N (m-3) ρ (kg.m-3) σ (N.m-1) 

RaschigSuperRing® (PP) 0.05 250 180 0.93 60000 62 0.04 

Bottom column (B) presents a wider diameter (Dbottom = 0.5 m) than the column (Dcol = 0.26 m) itself to prevent 

biogas leaks, as patented by Hébrard et al. (2014) [31]. This avoids microbubbles of biogas to be dragged down 

by the liquid flow by diminishing its velocity. 

Water regeneration is conducted using a new method including a static mixer (H), as patented by Hébrard et al. 

(2011) [32]. Static mixer promotes gas desorption. The multiphase flow generated circulates through a 25 m long 

pipe where gas bubble coalescence occurs and the flow stratifies. Gas phase is separated from the liquid in a storage 

tank (I) (1.2 m3 capacity), and the regenerated water is pumped to the column for a new absorption cycle. 

Water pipes are made of stainless steel and polyvinyl chloride, and gas pipes are stainless steel only. Top of the 

column is made of high-density polyethylene such as the storage tank, and bottom of the column is made of iron 

metal protected from corrosion by epoxy paint. Maximum admitted pressure is 16 bars for the pressurized part 

(only 10 bars reachable with the compressor). Maximum liquid flowrate is set at 10 m3/h and gas flow at 40 Nm3/h. 

2.2 Analysis material 

Water vapor is eliminated from the gas using a Peltier cooler (Herrmann Moritz) and a 200-micrometer filter. Gas 

flow and pressure are regulated before drying and analysis. Gas analysis is performed on a specific biogas 

equipment (BioBasic from Fresenius company) using infrared analysis for methane and carbon dioxide and 

electrochemical cells for hydrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen sulfide. Liquid flowmeter is a turbine-type from Kobold 

(DRB series). Pressure is measured by an Endress Hauser sensor (Cerabar PTP31). Gas flowrate at the outlet is 



measured by a gas meter from Gurtner (G25). At the inlet of the column, compressor frequencies were calibrated 

to corresponding volumetric flow values. 

3 Numerical Methods 

Numerical methods are well developed in literature for most current cases of gas treatment, e.g. with lean gases. 

Those methods are based either on equilibrium consideration or in rate-based approach [29]. Equilibrium 

considerations are preferred in many cases, mostly with process simulation software, as it is easier in the 

calculation method. But for biogas upgrading, no analytical solution can be found for the rate-based approach as 

the volumetric gas flowrate can not be considered equal between the inlet and the outlet [29]. Simulation are thus 

usually conducted using equilibrium-based methods, the theoretical minimum stages number being determined by 

preliminary runs compared with an experimental database of the on-site process [17,25,26,33]. This required to 

have available those data to calculate a posteriori this stage number. In addition, a change in the operating 

conditions can lead to modifications in the hydrodynamics and the equilibrium prospect. For those reasons, 

equilibrium-based methods are not well suited to anticipate process performances on-site and for sizing purpose 

[20,24,29,33]. The model developed in this work is a rate-based approach that aims to free from the steady gas 

flowrate assumption.  

3.1 Minimum liquid gas ratio 

First is to determine the minimum liquid flowrate to establish at the inlet 𝐿!"#"#  in order to achieve the desired outlet 

gas composition in carbon dioxide and methane "𝑦$%!
&'( ; 𝑦$)"

&'( % [30]. 𝐿!"#"# is calculated using partial molar balance 

for carbon dioxide and methane (Equation (1) and (2)) and total molar balance (Equation (3)) between the inlet 

and the outlet. Water transfer to the gas phase is neglected.  

𝑦$%!
"# 𝐺"# + 𝑥$%!

"# 𝐿"# = 𝑦$%!
&'(𝐺&'( + 𝑥$%!

&'(𝐿&'( (1) 

𝑦$)"
"# 𝐺"# + 𝑥$)"

"# 𝐿"# = 𝑦$)"
&'(𝐺&'( + 𝑥$)"

&'(𝐿&'( (2) 

𝐺"# + 𝐿"# = 𝐺&'( + 𝐿&'( (3) 

In Equation (1), (2) and (3), 𝐺"#(&'() is the gas molar flowrate at the inlet (the outlet) of the column, 𝐿"#(&'() is the 

liquid molar flowrate at the inlet (the outlet) of the column, 𝑥"
"#(&'() is the molar fraction in the liquid at the inlet 

(the outlet) of compound i and 𝑦"
"#(&'() is the molar fraction in the gas at the inlet (the outlet) of compound i.  



Considering that the liquid flowrate at the inlet is 𝐿!"#"# , gas liquid equilibrium is assumed at the bottom of the 

column. Henry’s law (Equation (4) and (5)) can be applied [34]. 

𝑦$%!
"# = 𝐻$&!𝑥$%!

&'( = !#$!
,
𝑥$%!
&'(  (4) 

𝑦$)"
"# = 𝐻$)"𝑥$)"

&'( = !#%"
,

𝑥$)"
&'(  (5) 

In Equation (4) and (5), 𝐻" is the dimensionless partition coefficient of compound i and 𝑚" is the partition 

coefficient in Pascals of compound i. Calco-carbonic phenomenon are neglected as carbonic acid is supposed to 

be the predominant specie, pH of the liquid rapidly acidifying to 5 [15,20,35].  

The objective is to determine 𝐿 to achieve a known couple "𝑦$%!
&'( ; 𝑦$)"

&'(%. 𝐺&'( is expressed in Equation (6) as a 

function of 𝐿"#, summing Equation (1) and (2) and substituting 𝐿&'( with Equation (3). It is also assumed that gas 

phase is only composed of carbon dioxide and methane (sums of the molar fraction are equal to 1 at the inlet and 

the outlet). 𝑥"&'( are substituted using Equation (4) and (5). 
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Molar fractions are calculated using Equation (7) by substituting 𝐺&'( in Equation (1) and (2) by the expression 

obtained Equation (6). 

𝑦9&'( =
:;*

&'-&'.0*
&'2&'30*

$+,/-&'.2&'3<62&'71=

<62&'7
 (7) 

In this condition, an infinitely deep packed tower is necessary to achieve equilibrium. Liquid flowrate is then taken 

higher than the minimum liquid flowrate, generally between 1.2 and 1.4 [29]. This method allows to calculate the 

minimum liquid flowrate making no assumptions on a constant gas flowrate from the bottom to the top of the 

column, but it supposed that the gas liquid equilibrium is achieved.  

3.2 Packing Height 

Next step to design packed tower is to estimate height of the packing material. Among the different methods 

developed in the literature, the Unit Transfer concept is more suited for extrapolation as it considers hydrodynamics 

inside the column through mass transfer coefficient. Main limit of this method is that an analytical solution to the 

mass transfer equation can only be proposed by assuming a constant gas flowrate between the bottom and the top 



of the column, namely for a lean-phase system. When talking of absorption from rich gases, where total gas flow 

decreases rising up the column, no obvious solution can be proposed to solve the equations, especially as two 

components are transferred to the liquid for biogas upgrading which makes it a multicomponent absorption system 

for rich gases [36]. 

In this method, the entire height of the packing material Z is divided in N-stages for discretization. On each stage, 

a steady gas flowrate is assumed between the inlet and the outlet of the stage, as presented in Figure 2. In this way, 

Unit Transfer method can be applied on each single stage.  

 

Figure 2: Multistage HPWS discretization. 

Height 𝑧(") of a single stage 𝑆(") is calculated using Equation (8), where 𝐻𝑈𝑇9
(") is the Height of a Unit Transfer 

in 𝑆(") for compound j and 𝑁𝑈𝑇9
(") is the Number of Unit Transfer in 𝑆(") for compound j, respectively given using 

Equation (9) and (10). Those equations are derivated from the Lewis and Whitman model [29,37]. 
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𝐾-,9
>,(") is the overall transfer coefficient for gas phase of compound j in 𝑆("), 𝑎>,(") is the area of interface per unit 

packed volume in 𝑆("), Ω is the cross-sectional area of the column, and 𝑦9∗ j molar fraction in the gas phase in 

equilibrium with the liquid phase.  

An analytical solution is proposed to calculate	𝑁𝑈𝑇9
("), assuming steady gas and liquid molar flowrate on each 

stage. Molar balance applied to stage 𝑆(") gives an expression for 𝑦9, Equation (11), and 𝑦9∗ is defined by Equation 

(12).   
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𝑦9 and 𝑦9∗ are substituted in Equation (10) using Equation (11) and (12), and integral calculus between 𝑥9
(") and 

𝑥9
("38) gives an expression of 𝑁𝑈𝑇9

(") reported in Equation (13). The detail development that led to Equation (13) 
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In Equation (13), A is the absorption factor defined in Equation (14).  

𝐴9
(") = 2(&)
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 (14) 

𝐾-,9
>,("38) is calculated in 𝐻𝑈𝑇9

(") using Equation (15), with 𝑘->  and 𝑘H> the mass transfer coefficient respectively for 

the gas phase and the liquid phase, calculated using Onda’s correlation for 𝑘2 (Equation (17)) and 𝑘- is calculated 

using Sherwood number 𝑆ℎ Equation (18) [38,39]. 𝑘> is related to 𝑘 with Equation (16) [29].  
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Where 𝜌2 is the volumetric mass density of the liquid, 𝑀 the molecular weight, 𝜇2 the viscosity of the liquid, g the 

gravitational acceleration, 𝑎∗ the wetted surface area, 𝑑P the diameter of a packing unit, 	𝑅𝑒 the Reynolds Number, 

𝑆𝑐 the Schmidt Number, and 𝐷- the diffusivity in the gas. All the dimensionless numbers are defined in the 

Symbols section.  

Sherwood number is calculated using Equation (19), and the wetted surface area using Onda’s correlation Equation 

(20) [39].   
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𝜎 is the surface tension, 𝑊𝑒 the Weber number, and 𝐺𝑎 the Galilei number.  

For a given height of packing 𝑧("), 𝐻𝑈𝑇9
(") is calculated for both carbon dioxide and methane, using Equation (9). 

𝑁𝑈𝑇9
(") value is then taken from Equation (8), and 𝑦9

(") is obtained with Equation (13).  

Gas flow is adjusted at the outlet of stage 𝑆(") (Equation (21)) by removing the quantity transferred to the liquid 

phase, and the liquid flow at the inlet is obtained with a mass balance (Equation (3)), such as the fraction of solute 

in the liquid phase (Equation (1) and (2)).  

𝐺(") = <𝑦$%!
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(") > ∙ 𝐺("38) (21) 

𝑦9
(") to inject in the upper stage 𝑆".8 is also adjusted (𝑦9

(")(𝑎𝑑𝑗)) for both carbon dioxide and methane to take into 

account the transfer performed in stage 𝑆" using Equation (22) in respect to Dalton’s law.  
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Those adjustments on the gas fraction and the gas flowrate are possible only if the variations between 𝐺(") and 

𝐺(".8) are small, which means that the number of stages N is sufficient. After preliminary runs, the number of 

stages was set at 120 for the three-meters packing height, allowing a volumetric gas flowrate decrease below 0.5 

%.  

3.3 Flash tank modeling 

As industrial HPWS are working in closed loop on the water to prevent excessive water catchment, modeling of 

the absorption in the column is coupled with the regeneration unit. In the process considered in this work, the gas 

is separated from the water using a static mixer to promote gas desorption, and a separation tank at atmospheric 

pressure associated to a 25 meters long pipe to stratified and separate the gas and the liquid. This configuration 

can be substituted by a classical flash tank presented Figure 3. Outlet flows can be calculated considering that the 

equilibrium is reached at the outlet of the desorption tank. This assumption relies on the gas desorption acceleration 

by the static mixer followed by a long time of desorption [13]. 

 

Figure 3: Flash tank flow diagram. 

The feed flow entering the flash tank F correspond to the liquid outlet of the HPWS. In this tank, the pressure is 

around one bar as the gas is released at the atmosphere pressure and gas liquid equilibrium is achieved. Henry’s 

law is used for the carbon dioxide and the methane (Equation (4) and (5)). Molar balance is expressed using 

Equation (23), (24) and (25) respectively for the global and partials mass balances. 

𝐹 = 𝐺<HAYV + 𝐿<HAYV (23) 

𝑧$)"𝐹 = 𝑦$)"
<HAYV𝐺<HAYV + 𝑥$)"

<HAYV𝐿<HAYV (24) 

𝑧$%!𝐹 = 𝑦$%!
<HAYV𝐺<HAYV + 𝑥$%!

<HAYV𝐿<HAYV (25) 

 



By substituting 𝐿<HAYV in Equation (24) and (25) using Equation (23), and substituting liquid fraction using Henry’s 

law (Equation (4) and (5)), Equation (24) and (25) can be expressed as Equation (26) and (27). 

𝑧$)"𝐹 = 𝑦$)"
<HAYV𝐺<HAYV +

;#%"
<8=>?

)#%"
∙ (𝐹 − 𝐺<HAYV) (26) 

𝑧$%!𝐹 = 𝑦$%!
<HAYV𝐺<HAYV +

;#(!
<8=>?

)#(!
∙ (𝐹 − 𝐺<HAYV) (27) 

Gas outlet is supposed to be composed of carbon dioxide and methane only so that Dalton’s law is respected: 

𝑦$%!
<HAYV + 𝑦$)"

<HAYV = 1. Summing Equation (26) and (27) gives a Rachford-Rice like equation, Equation (28) [40]: 

Z#(![

-<8=>?.@.1
<8=>?

%#(!

+ Z#%"[

-<8=>?.@.1
<8=>?

%#%"

= 1 (28) 

In equation (28), 𝐺<HAYV is the unknown value. It can be calculated using Excel Solver. Then, gas molar fractions 

are calculated using equation (26) and (27), and liquid molar fraction and liquid flowrate calculated respectively 

with Henry’s law (Equation (4) and (5) and the global molar balance (Equation (1)).  

3.4 Numerical resolution 

Calculus are conducted on a home-made environment using the Excel solver. Program is separated in two steps 

using two solvers, to calculate respectively the column outlet that fed the flash regeneration, and the flash 

regeneration outlet that fed the column. An illustration of the program Framework is provided as an algorithm in 

Appendix 1. The column resolution uses two variables, liquid fraction of carbon dioxide and methane at the outlet 

of the column, respectively 𝑥$%!
>  and 𝑥$)"

> . The known parameters are the gas and liquid inlet in terms of flowrate 

and composition. Gas outlet composition is given by variation of 𝑥$%!
>  and 𝑥$)"

>  to comply with the aforementioned 

imposed conditions (liquid composition at the inlet, given from the flash tank). Solving method is GRG Nonlinear, 

Precision of 10-7, convergence 10-5, and central derivation is used. The flash resolution uses the gas flow generated 

by the flash desorption 𝐺<HAYV as variable and sum of the gas molar fraction as the objective. Solving method is 

GRG Nonlinear, Precision of 10-7, convergence of 10-5 and central derivation is used.  

A VBA code is implemented to run the program for several iteration. The column resolution starts with a liquid 

fraction null in carbon dioxide and methane. The liquid outlet fed the flash resolution that provide a new value of 

liquid fraction. The same path is followed until a steady-state is reached. As presented in Appendix 1, the user has 



access to all the process flowrates, compositions, recovery ratio, and also the variation of composition along the 

packing height.   

3.5 Physico-chemical properties 

A great number of physico-chemical values are required to be injected in the model developed in this work. Most 

of them are taken with temperature dependency as it is one of the main parameters for absorption efficiency.  

In this model, partition coefficients are assumed to be at infinite dilution in the liquid phase, as carbon dioxide and 

methane concentrations are low. However, the temperature dependency is considered for both carbon dioxide and 

methane using the correlation of Holder (1980) Equation (29) to calculate 𝑚" in Pascals [41]. Parameters of 

Holder’s Equation are given in Table 2. 

𝑚" = 10T ∙ exp ?𝐴" +
\&
]
@ (29) 

Table 2: Holder’s Equation parameters used for carbon dioxide and methane [41]. 

 Methane Carbon dioxide 

A 15.826277 14.2831 

B -1559.0631 -2050.3265 

Diffusion coefficient for carbon dioxide and methane in the gas phase are calculated using the correlation of Fuller 

et al. (1966) Equation (30) [42]. 
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𝑉" is the molar volume of i at the boiling point taken from Thibodeaux and Mackay (2011) [43]. 

Gas viscosity is also calculated considering a mixture of two compound (carbon dioxide and methane). Each 

compound’s viscosity in the gas phase is calculated with temperature dependency according to Sutherland’s law 

Equation (31) [44]. 

µ(𝑇) = µ<𝑇ab<> ∙ ]
]

]FG<
`
Y
 (31) 



In equation (31), Temperature of reference Tref is taken at 293 K and corresponding viscosity values are 

respectively of 1.47‧10-5 and 1.1‧10-5 Pa‧s for carbon dioxide and methane. s is respectively 0.933 and 0.836 for 

carbon dioxide and methane. Gas viscosity of the mixture is then calculated using correlation of Herning and 

Zipperer (1936) Equation (32) [45]. 

µM =
6c#(!;#(!dK#(!.c#%";#%"dK#%"7

;#3!dK#(!.;#%"dK#%"
 (32) 

Liquid viscosity µL is corrected for temperature using the Equation (33) [34]. 

µ2(𝑇) = 𝛼 ∙ exp ?e
]
+ 𝛾 ∙ 𝑇 + 𝛿 ∙ 𝑇R@ (33) 

Parameters implemented in Equation (33) are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Parameters for water viscosity correction [34]. 

 α (mPa.s-1) β (K) γ (K-1) δ (K-2) 

Water 1.856 ∙ 10388 4209 0.04527 −3.376 ∙ 103T 

Diffusion coefficient in water are also corrected for temperature using Equation (34) from Thibodeaux and 

MacKay (2011) [43]. 

𝐷"(𝑇) = 𝐷"<𝑇ab<> ∙ ]
]

]FG<
` ∙ ?

c9(]FG<)

c9(])
@ (34) 

In Equation (34), Tref is taken at 298 K and corresponding diffusion coefficient are respectively of 1.92‧10-9 and 

1.49‧10-9 m2‧s-1 for carbon dioxide and methane [46].  

4 Results and Discussions 

4.1 Model validation 

The HPWS developed in this work is validated by comparison to the experimental results obtained by Benizri et 

al. (2019) using the process presented in the Experimental Methods section of this study [13]. The great number 

of values are summarized in Appendix 2, with parameters variations in terms of pressure, temperature, gas and 

liquid flowrates. The results are presented with the elimination rate of carbon dioxide 𝐸$%! and the recovery ratio 

of methane 𝑅$)" defined using Equation (35) and (36). 
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&' 3;#(!

$+,
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&' ∙ 100 (35) 

𝑅$)" =
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;#%"
&' ∙-&'

∙ 100 (36) 

First of all, a global mass balance is conducted for both carbon dioxide and methane to confirm that hypothesis do 

not led to a bias in the modeled results. The relative error (RE) is calculated using Equation (37). 

𝑅𝐸 =
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&'136-&

$+,.2&
$+,7

-&
&'.2&

&' ∙ 100 (37) 

RE are calculated for a wide diversity of operating parameters (high differences in liquid flowrate, gas flowrate 

and pressure) in Table 4 to assess the model validity in various conditions. For all the point simulated, no deviation 

over 0.5 % was reported for both methane and carbon dioxide. Little relative errors calculated for each point 

indicate a first validation of the model by mass conservation. 

Table 4: Mass balance validation by calculation of the Relative Error for carbon dioxide and methane with four extreme 
experimental conditions. 

Experiment 

number 

Liquid flowrate 

(m3/h) 

Gas flowrate 

(Nm3/h) 
PTot (bars) RE CO2 RE CH4 

3 5 16 8.443 0.29 0.016 

10 10 24.3 6.433 0.37 0.069 

31 10 39.9 8.551 0.46 0.040 

39 5 38.4 8.392 0.0038 0.00019 

Modelled results are then compared to the experimental results presented in Appendix 2. Figure 4 presents the 

modeled results obtained with the procedure detailed in the Packing Height section using the numerical resolution 

presented in Numerical resolution. Results are compared in terms of volumetric gas flowrate at the outlet, 𝐺f&'( in 

Figure 4 (a) and in terms of methane purity at the outlet of the column 𝑦$)"
&'(  in Figure 4 (b). Volumetric methane 

flowrate at the outlet 𝐺f
&'(,$)" is also presented in Figure 4 (c).  



 

 

Figure 4: (a) outlet gas flowrate (Nm3/h), (b) outlet molar fraction in methane and (c) outlet methane flowrate obtained by the 
experiment (Benizri et al. (2019)) [13] in comparison with the simulation. 

Figure 4 shows that modeled results are in good agreement with the experimental results obtained by Benizri et al. 

(2019) [13]. The same trend is observed for both results regarding parameters variations. However, a divergence 

occurs when increasing 𝐺f"# for 𝐺f&'( and 𝑦$)"
&'(  that are respectively underestimated and overestimated. 𝐺f

&'(,$)" 

remains well calculated under those circumstances. Those differences might be due to the determination of the 

volumetric gas flowrate at the outlet by a flowmeter not corrected in pressure for the determination of Normal 

Cubic Meters. The experimental determination of the volumetric flowrate at the inlet is conducted by a calibration 

of the speed variation controlling the compressor at atmospheric pressure, leading to a possible bias with the 

experiments conducted under pressure and so source of uncertainty. Also, this model does not consider any other 

gas interactions, such as hydrogen sulfide and humidity in the gas, that could modify the final outlet purities.  
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However, the model considers all the parameters with influences on the mass transfer and successfully transcribes 

the variation of flowrate along the packing height and the concomitant absorption of the two compounds with no 

restrictive hypothesis. The model allows to evaluate the variations in the mass transfer and the influences of 

parameters such as pressure, temperature, liquid and gas flowrates, packing material or the water regeneration. 

Such a proposal was never proposed in the literature and is of major interest to better understand absorption 

mechanisms occurring within the HPWS and to optimally operate biogas upgrading.  

4.2 Driving forces and mass transfer variation along the column height 

Mass transfer in the column is closely linked to the driving forces between the gas and the liquid phases. Those 

forces are represented by the difference between the fraction of the compound (carbon dioxide or methane) 

solubilized in the liquid <𝑥$%! , 𝑥$)"> and the fraction of the compound that should be solubilized in the liquid if it 

would be in equilibrium with the gas phase <𝑥$%!
∗ , 𝑥$)"

∗ >. T represents the mass transfer per surface unit across the 

interface from the gas to the liquid. T is related to 𝑥∗ and 𝑥 according to Equation (38) [29].  

𝑇 = 𝐾2>(𝑥∗ − 𝑥) (38) 

If the driving force value (𝑥∗ − 𝑥) is above zero, the mass transfer occurs from the gas to the liquid. If it is negative, 

the mass transfer is established in the opposite direction from the liquid to the gas phase.  

Figure 5 presents the modeled values of 𝑥$%!
∗ , 𝑥$%! , 𝑥$)"

∗ , 𝑥$)" calculated for three operating conditions (low, 

intermediate, and high inlet gas flowrates). In all the Figures presenting variations with the stage numbers, only 

one point over four is represented for clarity reason. The volumetric gas flowrates considered are respectively of 

15, 30, and 40 Nm3/h. Other conditions implemented are 10 m3/h for the liquid flowrate, 9 bars of Pressure in the 

column, Temperature of 293 K and respective inlet molar fraction of 0.45 and 0.55 for carbon dioxide and methane.  
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Figure 5: CO2 and CH4 liquid molar fraction and liquid molar fraction in equilibrium with the gas phase - Evolution along the 
packing height represented by the stage number in three conditions: (a) low gas inlet flowrate, (b) intermediate gas inlet 
flowrate, (c) high gas inlet flowrate. 

The three conditions simulated on Figure 5 present a high driving force at the bottom of the column for the carbon 

dioxide mass transfer from the gas to the liquid. This driving force decreases throughout the packing height until 

a plateau is reached for cases (a) and (b) representing the equilibrium between the gas and liquid phases. At the 

highest gas flowrate (c), this plateau is not reached at the top of the column, meaning that the packing height is not 

sufficient to set the equilibrium in these conditions and that carbon dioxide can still be removed from the gas flow.  

For the methane, the evolution is quite surprising with an inversion in the direction of the mass transfer. At the top 

of the column, when the regenerated water is entering the column, the methane is transferred from the gas to the 

liquid. But at a certain height of packing (diminishing when reducing the gas flowrate), an intersection point 

appears below which the methane is desorbed, transferring from the liquid to the gas phase. This mass transfer 

inversion might be due to the different kinetics of mass transfer for carbon dioxide and methane due to their high 

difference of solubility in water. It can involve a counter-diffusion phenomenon that diminish the mass transfer 

between the phases and loosen the transfer of carbon dioxide to the liquid. But it can also be responsible of 

unexpected methane loss at the liquid outlet, as reported in several studies [15,16]. A fraction of methane still 

remains in over-saturation at the bottom of the column and does not have enough time to transfer to the gas phase.  
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4.3 Influence of Pressure and Temperature 

Pressure and Temperature are two physical parameters directly affecting phases equilibrium and thus upgrading 

efficiency. In the experimental device, pressure can be increased up to 10 bars with the compressor. The 

temperature mostly depends on the weather conditions but can be regulated to a certain extent using a water cooler. 

A comparison of modeled results between three operating pressures (6 – 8 – 10 bars) at 293 K and three operating 

temperatures (283 – 293 – 303 K) at 10 bars is presented in Figure 6 to evaluate the impact of those variations on 

the methane purity and recovery. As maximum targeted gas flowrate is set at 40 Nm3/h, this condition was 

implemented along with the maximum liquid flowrate (10 m3/h) and inlet molar fraction in methane and carbon 

dioxide respectively of 0.55 and 0.45. Results are presented Figure 6 (a) for Pressure dependency and (b) for 

Temperature dependency. 

  

Figure 6: Pressure (a) and Temperature (b) influences on the gas outlet purity and the recovery rate of methane. 

Pressure and Temperature both have an influence on the absorption capacity, governing Henry’s law and thus the 

driving force, but also on the hydrodynamics as the volumetric gas flowrate is highly dependent on the Pressure 

and Temperature conditions. The expected results can be anticipated by an analysis of the equation in the model. 

As the Pressure increases, volumetric gas flowrate decreases diminishing the 𝑘- value (Equation (18)) and 

therefore the kinetic of the transfer. But it also promotes a favored equilibrium and a higher driving force (Equation 

(4), (5) and (10)). And as the Temperature increases, the volumetric flowrate increases rising up the 𝑘- value and 

the kinetic of the transfer. But the equilibrium is less favored as the Temperature increases because of the Henry’s 

constant, presenting therefore a smaller driving force.  
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Figure 6 (a) shows a great dependency of 𝑦$)"
&'(  and the recovery ratio of the methane with the Pressure. As 

expected, 𝑦$)"
&'(  increases with the Pressure. But a great difference is observed when increasing from 6 to 8 bars 

compared to 8 to 10 bars. To understand those differences, variations of 𝑦$)" along the column are presented 

Figure 7 (a) for the three different Pressures. It highlights that at 6 bars, the lowest Pressure considered, the 

equilibrium is not achieved while it is almost the case at 8 and 10 bars.  

Figure 6 shows that the recovery ratio decreases with the Pressure, as more methane is able to transfer from the 

gas to the liquid and is recover in the liquid outlet. Those results are confirmed in other observations from Kapoor 

et al. (2017) and Nock et al. (2014) [16,24]. A solution to this methane leaks is to set up an intermediate flash tank 

to reinject a fraction of the solubilized methane to the column. Anyway, it has to be noted that an excessive 

Pressure, even if it has a great influence on the methane purity, can be responsible of discriminatory performances 

as it loosens the recovery of methane and increase the power consumption.  

Figure 6 (b) describes a more linear variations for the molar fraction in methane with the Temperature that 

decreases when the Temperature increases. The recovery rate increases with the Temperature. Variations of 𝑦$)" 

with the Temperature presented in Figure 7 (b) illustrate not much influence on the outlet methane purity. But 

those results have to be considered regarding the model configuration, based on a global Temperature on the whole 

process. Under those conditions, a decrease in the Temperature will improve the absorption capacity, as indicated 

by Henry’s law but also diminish the desorption capacity. So even if the kinetics is faster at low Temperature, it 

appears that the expected gain in purity is offset by a less effective regeneration of the water at this lower 

Temperature. To assess this sensitivity, Figure 8 shows the modeled values of 𝑦$)"for three different Temperature 

in the desorption tank (283 – 288 – 293 K), considering a gas flowrate of 40 Nm3/h, a Pressure in the column of 

10 bars, liquid flowrate of 10 m3/h and a Temperature of 283 K in the column. 



 

Figure 7: Molar fraction variations of methane in the gas phase along the column for three different Pressures in the column 
(a) and three different Temperatures (b). 

 

Figure 8: Modeled value of 𝑦#$, along the column for three Temperature of desorption (283 – 288 – 293 K). 

Figure 8 highlights the gain on purity by adjusting the Temperature at values suited either for absorption (low 

Temperature) or for desorption (high Temperature). The recovery ratios calculated under those conditions are 

stable around 0.90. As on-site process shows increasing Temperature of the liquid phase when running, due to 

pumping and gas temperature [15], it is a simple and effective way to upgrade the purity of the upgraded biogas 

without diminishing the recovery ratio. As suggested by Cozma et al. (2013) [25], optimizing the heating 

phenomenon could be interesting to reduce the energy demand toward the process efficiency. A layout promoting 

liquid heating in the desorption part and liquid cooling in the absorption part of the process could improve the 

global performances of the system.  
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4.4 Influence of liquid-gas ratio 

Minimum liquid-gas ratio can be calculated (section Minimum liquid gas ratio) to achieve a desired outlet gas 

purity supposing that the equilibrium is reached. This supposed to have an infinite column as a contactor and thus 

this liquid to gas ratio is always taken higher. But as absorption in such a contactor is a dynamic phenomenon, it 

is not obvious that this equilibrium is reached, and therefore the gas purity might be different than expected. In 

order to provide a sufficient amount of absorbent, without providing it in excess (that can lead to an increase in 

the energy consumption with no added value on the gas purity) this liquid to gas ratio is investigated. Figure 9 

shows the modeled results of 𝑦$)" along the column height for three operating conditions (6 – 8 – 10 m3/h). Other 

conditions implemented are a gas volumetric flowrate of 40 Nm3/h, a pressure of 10 bars, a Temperature of 283 K 

and respective molar fraction in methane and carbon dioxide of 0.55 and 0.45.  

 

Figure 9: Modeled values of 𝑦#$, along the column for three different liquid flowrates (6 – 8 – 10 m3/h). 

Figure 9 highlights that the mass transfer kinetic is faster for a higher liquid flowrate, and that the equilibrium 

seems to be established at 8 and 10 m3/h. But at 6 m3/h, 𝑦$)" still increases at the bottom of the column, meaning 

that maximal upgrading capacity is not reached. Those results illustrate that an excess in the liquid flowrate is not 

always suited to optimal running performances, as it increases the energy consumption with no gain on the gas 

purity. The mass transfer being increased with the liquid flowrate, rising the liquid flowrate allows to reduce the 

packing height to reach similar conditions. A techno-economic analysis is recommended to determine the best 

compromise between investment and operational costs, respectively increased by the column height and by the 

pumping ratio.  
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4.5 Influence of packing type 

Packing type and packing performances are also of great importance to promote optimal mass transfer between 

the phases while insuring the best hydrodynamic conditions. Packing manufacturer are focused on improving those 

mass transfer efficiencies with high loading possibilities. Two different packings are compared in this study. Both 

are random type and presented in Table 5. They present different characteristics in terms of hydrodynamics and 

exchange surfaces. RachigSuperRing® can be consider as more hydrodynamically efficient and the second one 

(Pall Rings) as more mass transfer efficient.  

Table 5: Packing characteristics implemented in the model. 

Packing Type dP (m) a*(m2/m3) F (m2/m3) εg 

RaschigSuperRing® (PP) 0.05 205 180 0.93 

Pall Ring (PP) 0.016 341 318 0.87 

Figure 10 shows the modeled results of 𝑦$)" along the column obtained through the simulations for the two 

packing materials presented Table 5. Simulations were run implementing the following conditions: Pressure of 8 

bars, liquid flowrate of 8 m3/h, gas flowrate of 40 Nm3/h, Temperature of 283 K and respective inlet molar fractions 

of 0.55 and 0.45 in methane and carbon dioxide.  

 

Figure 10: Modeled values of 𝑦#$, along the column for RSR and Pall Ring packings. 

Figure 10 illustrates a slightly faster mass transfer when using the Pall Rings presented Table 5 under those 

conditions than when using the RSR. A smaller packing height can therefore be set with the Pall Rings, but the 

flooding point also came at smaller gas flowrate allowing less charging capacities. Similarly as for the liquid to 
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gas ratio, selection of the packing material should be conducted after a techno-economic analysis to highlight the 

gain of choosing one packing or another.  

4.6 Influence of water regeneration 

In order to minimize water resource depletion, HPWS are conducted mostly in closed loop on the water involving 

a regeneration unit to eliminate the dissolved gas in the liquid. Liquid regeneration is usually conducted with a 

stripping column on large upgrading unit. This technic allows a great regeneration of the absorbent, but came with 

excessive investment and operating cost that is discriminatory for small anaerobic digester, more suited to the 

biomass distribution. The regeneration technic presented in Bénizri et al. (2019) and in this work allows a 

substantial gain by substituting the stripping column with a static mixer and a gas liquid separation. It also allows 

to retrieve a concentrated flow of carbon dioxide, not diluted in an air stream that is the case in stripping column. 

In this configuration, carbon dioxide can be easily reused for algae production or for greenhouse cultivation [47–

49]. As presented in section Flash tank modeling, this configuration with a static mixer is modeled by a flash tank 

in equilibrium with the desorbed gas. Desorption possibility is thus limited by the partial pressure of the desorbed 

gas (mixture of carbone dioxide and methane).  

A workaround to this regeneration limitation investigated in this work is to improve the gas desorption thanks to 

a pressure decrease in the desorption step, the gas being extracted using a rough vacuum pump. In obedience with 

Henry’s law, equilibrium will be displaced to a more favorable value for water regeneration. This possible remedy 

might be more energetically profitable to reach a high methane purity than running all the powered machine up to 

their limits, namely for the hydraulic pump (liquid flowrate), the compressor (the column pressure) and the water 

cooler (the liquid temperature). Figure 11 presents 𝑦$)" variations along the packing height for three different 

desorption Pressures (0.1 – 0.5 – 1 bar) using running conditions of 40 Nm3/h for the gas flowrate, 10 bars of 

Pressure in the column, 10 m3/h of liquid flowrate, Temperature of 283 K in the column and 288 K for the 

regeneration. Gas fraction are respectively of 0.55 and 0.45 for methane and carbon dioxide. 



 

Figure 11: Modeled value of 𝑦#$,along the column for three desorption Pressures (0.1 – 0.5 – 1 bar). 

Figure 11 shows a great improvement in both kinetics and final methane purity at the outlet of the column. Outlet 

purity increases from 0.92 to 0.96 and 0.99 with a desorption Pressure from 1 bar to 0.5 and 0.1 bar. As in other 

cases the outlet purity in methane is limited to around 0.90 even when powered machines such as the pump and 

the compressor are run up to their maximums, implementing a rough vacuum in the desorption tank help getting 

over this barrier and upgrading the methane purity up to the natural gas standards. Besides, recovery ratio of 

methane calculated under those conditions are respectively of 0.87, 0.865, and 0.86 for the desorption at 1, 0.5 and 

0.1 bar. According to the model results, improving the regeneration of the water allows significant enhancement 

of the methane purity whereas the recovery ratio remains almost unchanged.  

4.7 Energy consumption 

As underlined all along this work, the purity of the outlet flow and the recovery of methane is related to a certain 

energy consumption. But many ways exist to obtain the desired objective working on the parameters presented 

before (such as pressure, temperature, liquid and gas flowrate, or the water regeneration). Each way may not be 

equivalent to each other and thus an optimal energy consumption can be obtained by using the most suitable 

parameters. So the whole upgrading process consist of three power engines: the hydraulic pump, the compressor, 

and the rough vacuum pump. The temperature correction is not considered as it shows little influence on the 

performances of the process. The energy consumption of those devices depends on a wide number of parameters, 

but can be estimated regarding the flowrate to circulate and the difference of pressure at the upstream and the 

downstream of the device. The respective energy consumption ξ is calculated in kWh/Nm3 of biogas for the 

hydraulic pump (ξpump), the compressor (ξcomp) and the vacuum pump (ξvac) using Equation (39), (40) and (41).  
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In Equation (39), 𝜂P'!P is the pump yield and is taken at 0.6. In Equation (40), 𝛾 is the Laplace coefficient of the 

gas taken at 1.35 and 𝜂i&!P is the compressor yield and is taken at 0.8. In Equation (41), 𝐺f
<HAYV is expressed in 

m3/h and the pressure are in bars. 

The energy consumption is calculated for the three devices by variation of: 

- the pressure in the column (8 – 12 – 16 – 20 bars) at a liquid flowrate of 10 m3/h and a desorption in the 

flash at atmospheric pressure,  

- the liquid flowrate (6 – 8 – 10 – 12 m3/h) at a pressure of 10 bars and a desorption in the flash at 

atmospheric pressure,  

- and the desorption pressure (1 – 0.5 – 0.2 – 0.1 bar) at a pressure in the column of 10 bars and a liquid 

flowrate of 10 m3/h.  

In all those simulations, the gas flowrate is set at 40 Nm3/h, the temperature at 293 K and the inlet molar fraction 

at 0.45 and 0.55 in carbon dioxide and methane. Optimization calculations are also proposed to reach a gas purity 

of 0.97. Three points (A, B, C) are presented with respective pressure in the column of 7.6 – 8.5 – 10 bars, liquid 

flowrate of 8 m3/h, and a desorption pressure of 0.1 – 0.2 – 0.3 bar. Results are presented in Figure 12. 



 

Figure 12: Effects of parameters variations (column pressure, liquid flowrate and desorption pressure) on the methane purity, 
the energy consumption, and the recovery of methane – Optimization of the operating parameters. 

As previously observed, increasing the liquid flowrate allows a great improvement in the methane purity as the 

equilibrium is reached only for a sufficient flowrate. When it is achieved, a raise in the liquid flowrate is only 

associated to a waste of energy and a loss in methane with no significant improvement in the methane purity. The 

liquid flowrate has to be chosen with great attention as it can hinder the process performances pointlessly. 

Increasing the pressure in the column also allows to significantly improve the methane purity. But it is also 

associated to a substantial loss in methane and a growing demand in energy that can not meet the gas standards 

over 97 % in methane with viable performances. Also, a pressurized vessel is associated to restrictive standards in 

the manufacturing and the operating in most countries. A high-pressured column could be also difficult to set up 

on agricultural environment. Concerning the pressure decrease in the flash tank obtained by the rough vacuum 

pump, the same trend appears in the energy consumption with a high increase for not much gain in methane purity, 

but it is shifted to a more favorable methane purity with similar energy consumption. Implementing this parameter 

in the process allows to significantly improve the methane purity with similar energy consumption and a methane 

recovery much higher than by setting excessive value of pressure and liquid flowrate. Optimization estimations 

were conducted to underline that different paths allow to reach a targeted value of methane purity (0.97 in this 

case) with very different performances of the HPWS. It appears that in this particular case, a flash pressure of 0.2 

bar is the most suited value. With a pressure of 0.1 bar, the power requirement is detrimental (0.33 kWh/Nm3 
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compared to 0.25 kWh/Nm3) while a pressure of 0.3 bar is similar in terms of power requirement but is associated 

to more methane loss (0.91 compare to 0.93 for the recovery ratio). The main conclusion that is brought out from 

those power requirement estimations is that for the three parameters targeted (pressure in the column, liquid 

flowrate, and pressure in the flash tank), they should not be raised in excess insofar as it is associated to an increase 

in the energy consumption and detrimental performances. However, implementing a rough vacuum in the flash 

tank to improve the water regeneration and its absorption performances would break the technological limitations 

that hold HPWS for small-scale applications under the gas standards. 

5 Conclusions 

A rate-based model was developed for High Pressure Water Scrubbing considering the decrease of gas flowrate 

observed along the packing height and the simultaneous absorption of several component (carbon dioxide and 

methane). Those conditions notably occur in biogas upgrading, that were selected for model validation. The model 

is based on a subdivision of the column height in a certain number of stages where the Transfer Unit method is 

applied. Variations in terms of flowrate and molar fraction in the gas and the liquid are calculated all along the 

packing height. This allows to better understand the mechanisms occurring in a HPWS and to optimize the 

operating parameters of a running process.  

The model was validated by comparison with experimental data recovered on a farm plant with a configuration 

similar to the model. Model results and experimental results are close to each other regarding the methane purity 

and the gas flowrate at the outlet of the column.  

Operating and chemicophysical parameters influence on the process performances were evaluated in terms of 

methane purity and methane recovery. It is possible to reach a targeted purity in methane associated to a certain 

recovery ratio working on several aspect: Pressure, Temperature, Liquid-Gas ratio, Packing material, and the water 

regeneration. Modeled results illustrate that all parameters have an impact on the process efficiency, modifying 

the theoretical reachable 𝑦$)"
&'(  and recovery ratio, but also on the needed height of packing to complete the mass 

transfer. While some parameters only have influence on the mass transfer kinetics (liquid-gas ratio if above the 

minimum liquid-gas ratio required to reach the equilibrium and the packing material), others like the Pressure, the 

Temperature and the water regeneration have influences on both the final theoretical methane purity and recovery 

ratio and the mass transfer kinetics. Pressure increase allows to significantly improve the methane purity but it also 

favored methane loss. Temperature has less influence on the performances, but simple layout of the process can 



upgrade methane purity with not much difficulty and energy consumption. Water regeneration presents the 

prevailing influence on the process performances. Desorption conducted at 0.1 bar of rough vacuum rather than 1 

bar enable to enhance the methane purity from 90 % up to 99 % with a similar recovery ratio of 87 %. If a purity 

of 0.97 is targeted, the model suggests a desorption pressure of 0.2 bar to minimize the energy consumption while 

maximizing the recovery of methane. This configuration, associated to an intermediate pressured flash vessel to 

recover a high fraction of methane, could significantly improve the methane purity with a high recovery rate of 

methane and a low energy consumption. In this way, energy return on investment is optimized and financial 

viability of biogas upgrading at small scale can be reached.  

Those results underline the necessity of rate-based modeling considering hydrodynamics’ influence on mass-

transfer as HPWS are dynamic processes with significant dependences toward operating parameters.  
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Symbols 

Generals 



𝑎∗	 Wetted surface area (m2.m-3) 

𝑎>	
Area of interface per unit packed volume 

(m2.m-3) 

𝐴	 Absorption factor 

𝐷	 Diffusion coefficient (m².s-1) 

𝑑P	 Diameter of a packing unit (m) 

F Packing Factor (m2.m-3) 

𝐺	 Gas molar flowrate (mol.s-1) 

𝐺f Gas volumetric flowrate (m3.s-1) 

𝐻 Henry’s coefficient (dimensionless) 

𝐻𝑈𝑇 Height of a Unit Transfer (m) 

𝐾->	
Overall gas phase transfer coefficient 

(kmol.m-2.s-1) 

𝑘>	 Local mass transfer coefficient (kmol.m-2.s-1) 

𝑘 Local mass transfer coefficient (m.s-1) 

𝐿 Liquid molar flowrate (mol.s-1) 

𝐿K Liquid mass flowrate (kg.m-2.s-1) 

𝑚 Henry’s coefficient (Pa) 

𝑀 Molecular weight (kg.mol-1) 

𝑁𝑈𝑇 Number of Unit Transfer 

𝑃 Absolute Pressure (Pa) 

𝑅𝐸 Relative Error 

𝑆" Stage i 

𝑇 Temperature (K) 



𝑥 Molar fraction of solute in liquid 

𝑦 Molar fraction of solute in gas 

𝑍/𝑧(") Height of Total packing / Stage (i) (m) 

  

Subscripts and Superscripts 

col Related to the column 

comp Refers to the compressor 

flash Related to the flash  

(i) Refers to stage (i) 

in Inlet 

out Outlet 

G Refers to the gas phase 

j,k Refers to compound j or k 

L Refers to the liquid phase 

M Mass 

pump Refers to the hydraulic pump 

vac Refers to the vacuum pump 

* In equilibrium with the other phase 

  

Greek Letter 

γ Laplace coefficient 

ε Packing Void ratio 

η Power device yield 

µ Viscosity (Pa.s) 



ξ Energy consumption (kWh/Nm3) 

𝜌 Volumetric mass density (kg.m-3) 

𝜎 Surface tension (N.m-1) 

Ω Cross sectional area of the column (m2) 

  

Dimensionless Numbers 

𝐺𝑎 
𝑔𝑑PO𝜌R

µR  

𝑅𝑒 
𝑈𝑑P𝜌
µ  

𝑆𝑐 
µ
𝜌𝐷 

𝑆ℎ 
𝑘𝑑P
𝐷  

𝑊𝑒 
𝑑P𝐿KR

𝜌2𝜎2
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(=@?); 𝑥.1"
(=@?)w 

Inlet 

Outlet 

Variable 

Target 



Appendix 2. Experimental results from Benizri et al. (2019) 

Experiment 
number 

Liquid flowrate 
(m3/h) 

Gas Flowrate 
(Nm3/h) 

PCO2
 (bars) PCH4

 (bars) T (K) ECO2
 RCH4

 

1 10 20.7 3.771 5.2 299.5 74 77.5 

2 9.979 16.7 3.514 4.544 288.2 73.7 78.4 

3 5 16 3.371 5.072 292.9 72.1 80.9 

4 7.5 15.8 3.173 4.774 292.9 71.4 78.3 

5 5 17.3 3.729 5.142 301.6 71.2 88.2 

6 10 21.2 3.52 4.854 300.1 70.8 85.3 

7 9.989 23.4 3.622 4.732 288.4 67.2 85 

8 9.841 30.2 3.544 4.629 288.9 58.8 88.4 

9 9.19 41.9 3.609 5.003 284.6 58.2 92.1 

10 10 24.3 2.744 3.689 301.1 58.1 85.3 

11 9.283 38.5 3.438 4.818 283.3 57.7 89.7 

12 10 25 2.847 3.601 301.1 57.5 82.3 

12 8.243 40.7 3.557 4.367 285.2 57.5 93.9 

13 9.439 35.8 3.24 4.275 289.7 54.5 93 

14 9.939 37.6 3.599 4.944 289.4 54.1 88.5 

15 9.374 40.1 3.232 4.027 288.4 53.5 95.5 

16 9.306 38.3 3.143 4.138 281.9 53.5 97 

17 8.535 41.6 3.453 4.449 287.2 53.2 95.4 

18 9.83 38.2 3.548 4.634 289.6 52 92.5 

19 8.783 39.9 3.301 4.31 290.7 51.6 94.8 

20 9.361 39.5 3.207 4.395 289.5 51.5 93.2 

21 8.867 39.1 3.224 4.21 289.6 51 95.2 

22 10 22.7 2.291 2.981 294.9 50.3 93.4 

23 9.45 39.5 3.345 4.791 290.4 49.5 88.7 

24 8.702 40.1 3.356 4.382 294.4 49.3 95.9 

25 9.927 39.4 3.262 4.388 291.6 49.2 91.2 

26 9.869 43.8 3.603 4.706 290.2 48.9 92.7 

27 9.914 38.9 3.098 4.488 291.7 48.5 88.1 

28 9.739 37.1 3.11 4.374 302.4 48.3 94.7 

29 9.86 38.5 3.616 4.958 296.1 47.8 87.5 

30 9.666 42 3.513 5.09 292.6 47.4 86.3 

31 10.001 39.9 3.672 4.879 299.2 46.9 86.9 

32 9.829 39.1 3.598 4.781 297.7 45.7 88.1 

33 9.863 39.3 3.244 4.478 301.7 44.8 92.2 

34 9.677 39.9 3.432 4.511 298.5 43.4 91.5 

35 6.931 38.6 3.409 4.939 290.8 43.2 90.5 

36 6.934 39.2 3.471 5.03 290 42.9 90.9 

37 10.009 39.4 3.355 4.719 303.4 42 89.6 

38 7.098 38.8 3.376 4.698 292.6 41.7 92.5 

39 5.034 38.4 3.509 4.883 292.6 37.1 94.7 

 


